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Abstract  

The purpose of this paper is to explore the links between the state and higher education in 
contemporary England with particular reference to how that relationship shapes institutional 
development.  The argument is that higher education institutions develop within the context of a 
state-regulated market.  Policy-goals are determined politically, the quasi-state shapes how 
those goals are to be implemented and institutions, functioning within that framework, steer 
their patterns of development driven by their internal interests.   

The second part of the paper examines the complex relationship of the Universities of Oxford 
and Cambridge to the state-regulated market.  It analyses the range of their responses, the 
initiatives they have pursued to ensure their continuing status and what impact this has had 
upon their respective collegial traditions.  The paper concludes by presenting alternative 
scenarios for the future development of Oxford and Cambridge as collegiate universities, and by 
analysing the possible move from a state-regulated to a free market as the main driving force in 
shaping higher education development in England. 
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Introduction 

Central to this article is the argument that almost universally the process of institutional change 
in higher education has to be located within the broader context of the governance of national 
systems.  The proposition is that individual institutions shape their development within a policy 
framework that has been created over time by national political inputs.  The reason for the focus 
on institutional change in the English, rather than the British, higher education model is because 
its pattern of governance has moved away from that which prevails in the other nations of the 
British Isles, and in particular from the Scottish model.   

The focus on the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge (Oxbridge) is purposeful.  While in part 
the two universities have been rewritten over the years by state intervention, more than other 
English universities they can claim that they do not owe their contemporary shape to their 
incorporation in a policy framework that has been determined by a nationally-driven political 
process.  It has been widely argued that Oxbridge has par excellence been the representative of 
the traditional English model of the university.  While both universities have been influenced by 
political intervention institutional change always had to encompass the established collegial 
tradition, to work with on-going values, patterns of authority and purposes rather than seek to 
undermine them directly.  In a sense Oxbridge provides a potent test case for the effectiveness 
of the current model of governance in English higher education.  Can there be a meaningful 
accommodation between Oxbridge’s heritage and the role it has to play within contemporary 
English higher education? 

The article will conclude by offering a prognosis for the future.  Firstly, it will analyse Oxbridge’s 
likely evolutionary pattern of change.  The key issue is whether the Universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge will remain essentially national institutions, bounded by the policies of the English 
state or will they become a detached apex increasingly measuring their performance in global 
terms?  In that context it is not only a question of how the overall structural model of English 
higher education is to be interpreted but also what becomes of Oxbridge’s collegial tradition.   
Secondly, it will consider the evolution of the model of governance that will shape the 
parameters within which individual institutions determine their development.  Will a free market 
replace the state-regulated market? 

It should be said at the outset that this is an article that attempts to be conceptual and analytical 
rather than theoretical.  The focus, with particular reference to the Universities of Oxford and 
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Cambridge, is upon the process of contemporary change in English higher education but rather 
than offering a theory of change it presents the parameters that it believes any such theory 
needs to incorporate: the potency of the state-regulated market, the criticality of institutional 
resource dependency, the decision-making process within universities (how authority is 
internally distributed), and how the interactive process of state, society and the university 
actually functions in relation to particular policy outcomes.  Theory construction requires an 
interpretation of the exercise of power within the higher education policy-making process.  This 
article should be seen as a stepping-stone towards achieving that goal. 

The rise of the regulated market  

In a much-quoted article Moodie saw the University Grants Committee (which between 1919 
and 1989 was the quasi-state apparatus responsible for distributing – as an annual block grant 
and on a quinquennial cycle – the Treasury’s public grant to the universities) as assuming the 
roles of ‘buffer, coupling and broker’ as it negotiated the relationship between the government 
and the universities (Moodie, 1983).  In fact within a year Shattock and Berdahl (1984) were 
claiming that the relationship of the UGC to the government and the universities was on the 
move.  Much of their argument drew upon the fact that the UGC had assumed responsibility for 
distributing amongst the universities the cuts in the Treasury’s resource allocation to higher 
education that were imposed by the first Thatcher Government under the auspices of the then  
Secretary of State for Education and Science, Sir Keith Joseph.  Arguably, this was not so much 
coupling but rather the funding body acting as a conduit for government policy while many felt 
that the UGC should have assumed its buffer role.  What intensified the opposition was the fact 
that the UGC appeared to be implementing government policy in a way that would make it 
more palatable.  The funding body’s defence was that the policy would be imposed by 
government and its role was to mitigate as far as possible its negative impact. 

But the most dramatic change in the relationship between the government and higher 
education was instigated by the 1988 Education Reform which wound up the UGC and created 
two funding councils: the Universities Funding Council (for the universities) and the Polytechnics 
and Colleges Funding Council (for what was known as the public sector of higher education).  
In 1992 these two bodies were amalgamated but at the same time divided into councils with 
national responsibilities (for England, Scotland and Wales with the then Department for 
Education, Northern Ireland assuming the same role for the Province).  Whereas in broad terms 
the UGC had steered the overall development of the higher education system, the institutions on 
its grant list, as autonomous bodies, determined their own futures.  After 1988 policy control was 
firmly located in the government of the day and the role of the funding councils was to 
implement that policy (formally determined in Scotland and Wales by their national 
parliaments).   
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This is a classic example of the instigation of the new public management mode of governance 
in which the funding councils constitute the quasi-state and act as conduits for government 
policy (Kogan and Hanney, 2000: 154-179).  Evidently the ‘buffer, coupling, and broker’ model 
was no longer appropriate. Not surprisingly, therefore, the subsequent analysis of who 
controlled the development of British higher education, and how that control was exercised, 
took a very different turn.  There was an increased recognition in the literature of the greater 
authority of the state/government (Salter and Tapper, 1994; Shattock, 1994) but not initially 
much careful analysis of how the model actually operated in practice.  Indeed, over time it was 
increasingly interpreted as a mode of governance in which higher education institutions were 
virtually the defenceless victims of the dominant political will (Scott, 1995; Kogan and Hanney, 
2000; Shattock, 2008). 

In The Governance of British Higher Education; The Struggle for Policy Control (Tapper, 2007) a 
critique of the then prevailing consensus view of the funding council model of governance (with 
particular reference to English higher education) was offered, which contained a number of 
threads.  Firstly, policy implementation is a critical stage in the overall policy-making process 
and, while governments could over-ride funding council decisions on the mechanisms of policy 
implementation, the council had the right to register publicly any disagreement that arose 
(which occurred on one occasion).  Secondly, there was a need to recognise the fact that 
system governance was likely to be radically different as Britain moved from an elite university 
model to mass higher education.  The political and economic ramifications of the two models 
impose completely different demands on both government and the higher education 
institutions.  Thirdly, mass higher education was functioning within an ideological context very 
different from that embraced by the universities.  Increasingly higher education came to be seen 
by the state as an economic resource and it had to justify public investment by demonstrating 
its production of cutting-edge research with practical payoffs and its training of a highly skilled 
workforce (Gornitzka and Massen, 2007: 81-98; Temple ed., 2012). The stress was on the growth 
of the knowledge economy and the role of higher education institutions in ensuring that Britain 
remained at its cutting edge.  Finally, the critique of the funding council model of governance 
underplayed the significance of the wider opening up of the higher education policy-making 
process.  The expansion of mass higher education has been accompanied by a significant 
increase in the number of organised interests in higher education.  It is policy field in which a 
growing number of stakeholders are embedded. The day has long passed in which the UGC 
chewed over policy issues with the Association of University Teachers, the Committee of Vice-
Chancellors and Principals, and the National Union of Students.  At both the policy formation 
and implementation stages there is considerable interaction between a myriad of policy 
networks and both the state and quasi-state apparatuses. This is not a closed policy-making 
process in which government simply imposes its will upon the higher education institutions, but 
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rather generates a considerable amount of conflict involving competing groups (Padure and 
Jones, 2009: 105-125). 

Ironically, as the instigation of the new public management model of governance had 
generated fears that henceforth the development of higher education would be determined 
politically by the government of the day, the more recent trend in which there is an enhanced (in 
some cases considerably enhanced) input of private funding have led to claims that the system 
is now driven forward by a commercial ethos.  In this model institutions shape their futures 
around the packaging of higher education as a product that is to be sold in the marketplace (the 
main British advocate of this perspective has been Roger Brown – see Brown, 2006; 2011; 
forthcoming).  Just as there was some substance to the claim that the new public management 
of governance centralised control of the higher education policy process in the government’s 
hands, so there is undoubtedly weight to the assertion that increasingly individual institutions 
are selling their wares in the marketplace.  However, particularly with respect to support for 
research, there is still considerable public funding of English higher education.  The big shift is in 
the financing of teaching and learning, and for most disciplines from the academic year 
beginning in autumn 2012 these costs will be underwritten overwhelmingly by fees paid by the 
students.  Although the institutions have the right to vary fees, given the constraints under which 
they act it could scarcely be said that their decisions are responses made in the context of a 
free-market model. 

While it is possible to challenge the credibility of the prevailing interpretations of the macro-
context within which institutional development occurs, any serious presentation has to move 
beyond critique and offer its own perspective on the change process at both the system and 
institutional levels in higher education. 

The functioning of the regulated market 

Not so long ago the public funding of higher education was formula-driven.  Each institution 
would receive per capita funding based on the combination of functions performed and the 
numbers involved.  Thus, total teaching income for home-based students would be determined 
by the number of students institutions accepted in different disciplines.  Those disciplines 
heavily dependent upon laboratory teaching acquired more resources per student than those 
whose pedagogy was centred on lectures, seminar rooms or faculty offices. Moreover, it was 
assumed that all academic members were research active and the universities received a 
research income based on their faculty numbers. 

The first really significant move away from  formula funding to the creation of a regulated 
market to determine the distribution of  public monies was the initial research assessment 
exercise (RAE) of 1986.  Henceforth, universities would receive their core research funding on 
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the basis of how the research outputs of their faculty had been evaluated by the various panels 
set up under the auspices of the funding councils to undertake the task. Over time the 
distribution has become more selective particularly in England, which led to HEFCE 
disassociating itself from the then government’s determination to move in this direction.  On 
other fronts, with the exception of providing some limited core funding for undergraduate 
students admitted to study STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering and mathematics), 
institutions have received additional state income on the basis of their participation in politically 
approved policies (the widening participation agenda, the creation of institutes to further 
excellence in teaching and learning, and the promotion of projects that link the university to the 
community – although these programmes have been reformulated, and their funding cut by the 
current coalition government). 

One key aspect of the regulated market is, therefore, the introduction of competitive 
mechanisms (controlled by the quasi-state) for the distribution of state funding.  However, there 
is clearly more room for institutional manoeuvring in the attempt to tap into resources located in 
the market.  These can take various forms: renting out space on campus for conferences and 
holiday-lets, providing services for the local community – both private and public interests and – 
on an altogether different level – validating the programmes of other institutions of higher 
education, both at home and overseas.  There is a British tradition of established universities 
offering succour to new institutions of which the largest and best-known is the University of 
London’s external degrees, which have existed since the 19th century.  Contemporary variants 
of this have been condemned in strident terms by Altbach: ‘Franchising is yet another example 
of the commodification of higher education, and the entire purpose of the operation is to make 
money’ (Altbach, 2012: 7).  But perhaps the questions should focus on the terms of the 
franchising agreements and in particular whether the franchiser has procedures in place to 
monitor the quality of the degree programmes that are offered in its name. 

Undoubtedly the most widespread entry into the marketplace has been the direct recruitment of 
overseas students to study at the university’s home campus.  It is not at all clear how universities 
determine their fees for overseas students except that their numbers in recent years have 
expanded quite rapidly and they have become a very important input into the income of several 
universities. Undoubtedly much, although not all, of the increase in overseas student numbers 
can be explained in the same terms as the franchised programmes – that is the need for 
institutions to make a profit, which is unsurprising institutional behaviour in the context of the 
decline in long-term public funding (particularly to support teaching and learning) coupled with 
the constant re-iteration by successive governments that universities need to be more effectively 
organised institutions that are driven by commercial values.  One of the ironies of the history of 
overseas student fees is that that at one time the universities were compelled to set them at a 
level which assumed revenue would cover costs, and those that refused to toe the line (by 
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continuing to charge the publicly-funded rates for home-based students) were penalised by 
cuts to their recurrent grants. Now, on the contrary, English universities see overseas students 
as an important means of securing their economic stability. 

Institutional endeavours to cut their dependence on public funding are, therefore, not risk-
adverse.  They appear to be either marginal to the central purpose of an institution of higher 
education or carry the potential risk of throwing its academic credibility into doubt.  Should a 
British university be offering, albeit with the assistance of overseas partners, more franchised 
programmes?  Should a British university sustain itself on the basis of the recruitment of 
overseas students?  If teaching and learning is to be supported adequately but avoids these 
difficulties then there is a requirement for a system that allows universities to set their own fee 
levels in a competitive market. Is any government prepared to permit this? 

At the moment the first aspect of the regulated market (the competition for core research 
funding) is matched by a highly structured framework for the setting of fees for home-based 
students – it is the regulated market par excellence.  Firstly, there is a cap on fees of £9,000 per 
annum. Secondly, there has been significant manipulation in the distribution of student 
numbers in order ‘to encourage’ universities to keep their proposed fees comfortably below the 
£9,000 limit (open recruitment is permitted if students have at least AAB grades at A level, and 
some 20,000 places are reserved for institutions charging no more than fees of £7,500 per 
annum).  It is evident that the government needs to control the overall costs of student support 
because it underwrites the income-contingent loans scheme that covers both student fees and 
some of their living expenses.  What is also clear is that government was intent on establishing 
a variable fees market (no matter how contrived) to counter the almost universal rush to the 
£9,000 maximum when it had first been prescribed, which would have simply replicated the 
situation that had occurred in 2004 when the £3,000 maximum had been set.  Furthermore, as if 
it were insufficient merely to regulate the fees market, all institutions intending to charge more 
than £6,000 per annum (almost all of them) will need to continue to have ‘access agreements’ 
with the Office for Fair Access (OFFA), which will bound the university to spend a percentage of 
its fee income on providing student support and have in place proposals to broaden the social 
range of student applications. 

The regulatory state, however, has functions beyond managing the funding of higher education 
(for the most thorough comparative overview of ‘the accountability agenda in higher education’ 
see Stensaker and Harvey, 2011). For example, quality assurance procedures are under the 
control of the Quality Assurance Agency, and the right to award degrees and acquire the 
university title currently fall under the auspices of the Privy Council.  Obviously, for would-be new 
providers the right to award degrees is a critical necessity with the university title providing them 
with extra status in the marketplace.  For all institutions it is important that they complete 
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successfully the quality audit trail: it is partly an external measure of institutional self-worth, 
possibly helps to enhance appeal in the marketplace, and – at the very least - keeps the 
assessors at arms’ length until the next time around.   Nonetheless, state regulation appears to 
be more developed when higher education is making demands upon the public purse (for 
example, the financing of teaching and research), and less rigorous when broader policy issues 
are involved (for example, the promotion of the widening participation agenda).  However, the 
public funding of higher education and the pursuit of policy goals are not that easy to separate. 
For example, somehow or other the apparent incongruity between ‘putting students at the heart 
of the system’ (the title of the 2011 White Paper) and virtually trebling the maximum tuition fee 
has to be squared. In part it is the role of the regulatory state to fulfil this purpose. 

Responding to the regulated market 

Contextual considerations  

The argument, therefore, is that the identities of English higher education institutions now evolve 
within the context of a state regulated market, although many of their values and practices may 
have taken root long before the state became an active player in shaping university 
development.  So far we have considered two stages in the operation of that market. Firstly, 
there is government action which forms the policy parameters of the regulated market.  
Secondly, there are quasi-state institutions that have the responsibility for policy implementation.  
They determine the framework within which the institutions respond to policy.  Then, thirdly, 
there is the issue of how the institutions themselves will actually behave. 

As we have noted, both the formation and implementation of policy invariably take place within 
a context of engagement that embraces both the institutional providers of higher education and 
the established interests.  There is a process of interaction that determines policy outcomes. The 
regulated market owes its shape to a relatively closed (although it has become more open in 
recent years) neo-pluralist power struggle in which government and state are the dominant (but 
not overwhelmingly so) actors.  The operation of the regulated market entails a constant 
process of redefining the constraints to which the institutions have to respond.  It is at the micro-
level that institutional development actually occurs, and while there are few outright 
prescriptions on decision-making in a regulated market, there are lots of choices that have to be 
made.  The rest of the paper will examine how the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge have 
responded to the regulated market.  How important has this nationally-imposed framework 
been in shaping their development, and what long-term influence it is likely to exert? 

Before analysing the relationship of Oxbridge to the regulated market, it is important to make the 
point that the two universities are unique within the English model of higher education because 
of the strength of their established identities coupled with (in comparison to other English 
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universities) favourable resource bases.  Moreover, it can be argued that the two considerations 
reinforce one another – resources are attracted to Oxbridge because of the very special 
historical legacy which in turn helps to reinforce the maintenance of that legacy.  Thus, there is 
endowment income – with Trinity College, Cambridge as the most favourably endowed 
educational institution in the UK, well-established social and cultural prestige, and access to 
political authority at the highest level (note the number of Prime Ministers since 1945 who 
received their undergraduate education at Oxford).  Chester and Bekhradnia (2009) maintain 
that Oxford and Cambridge continue to be very distinctive universities even in comparison to 
other leading members of the Russell Group, and they credit their distinctiveness entirely to 
being more favourably resourced (for a critical assessment, see Tapper and Palfreyman, 2011: 
10-14). The key point is that institutional responses to the regulated market will vary, determined 
in part by their resource base (power and status as well as financial strength). The research 
implications are obvious: change has to be seen as the consequence of the internal institutional 
power structures interacting with the broader context within which the university finds itself 
located.  It is, therefore, difficult to make generalisations about the pattern of institutional 
development and, while universities may control their own evolution, they do not do so in 
circumstances over which they have complete control.  In other words, organizational strategy 
will be shaped by resource-dependency (Oliver, 1991) and, with reference to universities this 
also impacts upon departmental development as well as the broader institutional missions. 

The Oxbridge response 

The analysis will focus on five issues each of which constitutes an important aspect of the 
regulated market and have evoked contrasting Oxbridge responses: 

1. the introduction of variable undergraduate fees,  
2. the assessment of research outputs, 
3. the quality assurance regime, 
4. university governance, 
5. the widening participation agenda 

In the post-1945 period higher education became a publicly-funded social good and this was 
accepted with little serious questioning by the sector.  However, two changes, which became 
increasingly pronounced from the 1980s onwards, swiftly brought complacency to an end: the 
steady decline in real terms of public funding (above all of teaching costs – see Greenaway and 
Haynes, 2000 for the most powerful analysis), and the increasing willingness of successive 
governments to use their financial muscle to impose policy direction (Tapper, 2007: 155-57).  It 
was, therefore, essentially pragmatic considerations that led a group of leading universities – of 
which Oxford and Cambridge were at the forefront – to push for the introduction of variable fees.  
Their movement down this road was deflected by the appointment of the Dearing Committee 
(National Committee of Enquiry into Higher Education, 1997), which was designed to remove 
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higher education as a partisan political issue in the 1997 General Election, and to establish the 
basis for the construction of a consensus on the fees issue. 

Given the political manoeuvring that surrounded the creation of the Dearing Committee of 
Enquiry, it was impossible for the universities not to wait until its Report had appeared before 
action could be taken.  As this paper has noted, the variable fees policy is the most-convoluted 
example of the regulated market in operation, and all the English universities are embraced by 
it. Although it has proven so far impossible to escape from this maze, both the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge have attempted to shape the policy context by arguing for a fees regime 
that would be determined more by institutional decision-making than state-imposed 
parameters.  Thus, fee-levels and decisions about how to use fee-income would be controlled 
by the university and not by government and the quasi-state.   So far the political pressures 
against moving in this direction remain strong, but both Universities can find a certain amount of 
comfort in the fact that a policy of variable fees, supported by income-contingent loans, has 
been introduced.  Moreover, there has been no public opposition to the imposition of the 
maximum permitted fee by the two Universities.  Indeed, the government’s decision to allow 
unfettered recruitment of students with high (AAB) A level grades gives both Universities an 
edge in the student recruitment marketplace, of which they may want to take advantage 
depending upon their assessment of internal needs (although at present neither university has 
decided to expand its undergraduate intake of home-based students). 

While the variable fees policy reflects a shifting political landscape, the procedures determining 
the distribution of core public funding for research are by comparison a model of stability.  
Thanks in part to pressure from the leading members of the scientific fraternity, since 1986 core 
research funding has been determined by measuring the quality of institutional research 
outputs.  Although there are issues about the social and institutional biases this throws up (who 
is favoured or disadvantaged by the process), and the rather laboured attempts to influence the 
process politically (the government’s desire to see panels incorporate an element to reflect the 
economic payoffs of research), the model is well-entrenched.  The main shift over time has 
been a more selective distribution of funding, which has brought the Higher Education Funding 
Council for England (the funding councils, although co-operating to undertake the research 
assessment exercises, determine - subject to government approval - their own distribution 
models) into conflict with the government.  This is a trend that has undoubtedly enhanced the 
incomes of the most active research universities and, unsurprisingly, has been favoured by 
them.  In recording the distribution of HEFCE research income for 2010/11 the Times Higher 
Education noted that, 

The biggest recipient of research income from Hefce, the University of Oxford will 
benefit from  a 2.4 per cent rise; its £129 million allocation is more than that of 
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the Million+, GuildHE and University Alliance groups combined. (Times Higher 
Education, 17th March 2011: 7) 

 

The state’s regulation of its core research funding has created a resource distribution model that 
is very favourably disposed towards Oxford, and indeed Cambridge, and, unsurprisingly both 
Universities have organised themselves to ensure that they profit by it.  Although it should be 
recognised that the model is a consequence of decisions taken in the 1980s by the Advisory 
Board for the Research Councils (ABRC) and the University Grants Committee (UGC) that core 
state expenditure for research needed to be distributed selectively (Salter and Tapper, 1994: 
155-181). 

The other facets of the regulatory framework (quality assurance, pressures on the model of 
governance and the widening participation agenda) have led to outright resistance and/or 
suspicious compliance on the part of Oxbridge. Historically the standards of teaching and 
learning in the universities were supposedly protected by the system of external examiners.  But 
this quintessential form of self-regulation was never going to survive either the arrival of mass 
higher education or the growing suspicion that professional cabals acted to protect their own 
interests. After protracted negotiations the outcome was the formation in 1997 of the Quality 
Assurance Agency (QAA), which was nominally the responsibility of the universities, although 
supported in part by the funding councils and functioning on the basis of legislative authority. It 
was not long before the Agency was attacked by many of the leading universities with 
Cambridge taking up a significantly hostile stand within a vociferous lobby.  There was constant 
criticism of its alleged bureaucratic approach, the time and energy that needed to be expended 
to meet its demands, whether it really measured the quality of teaching and learning, and 
whether the outcomes were sufficient to justify the costs involved.  In fact it is not an 
exaggeration to say that Cambridge in particular mounted a guerrilla war against the QAA, 
which resulted in a move from departmental inspection to institutional audit, and a much 
lighter-touch approach.  However, the change was as much driven by the then government’s 
desire to have the leading universities on board as it pushed for the introduction of variable fees. 
Nonetheless, it also demonstrates that the mechanisms of the regulatory state can be modified 
by concerted institutional action (Tapper, 2007: 167-186). 

The problem for the regulatory state was that the procedures for the quality control of higher 
education implicitly attacked beliefs and values that were widely shared across the university 
sector.  Firstly, the almost universal belief that the standard of university degree programmes 
was universally high, and secondly, notwithstanding the need for professional bodies to 
approve some programmes, this was credited to the tradition of academic control. Part of the 
academic role was to assume responsibility for the quality of the pedagogical process and the 
impartiality of examining. Of course there are segments of the system (notably those universities 
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that emerged post-1992 out of the public sector of higher education) which have been more 
amenable to state supervision, but – as the regulatory state found – there are deeply-entrenched 
ideas supportive of academic self-regulation with which policy has to come to terms or accept 
the prospect of protracted opposition, if only from certain quarters (Enders, de Boer and Leisyte, 
2008: 113-129). 

The aspects of the regulated market considered so far (fees, research income and quality 
control) impact generally upon English higher education.  When we turn to the question of 
institutional governance the focus is more specifically upon Oxford and Cambridge.  Integral to 
the Oxbridge collegiate tradition is that formal decision-making authority for the Universities 
resides in their current senior membership (represented in Congregation for Oxford and in the 
Regent House for Cambridge) and for the colleges in their fellowships.  In most British 
universities policy control is located in a council (the most usual term) that has a majority of lay 
members.  While in the post-1945 period academic senates assumed the dominant policy-
making role, since 1985 (the date of the publication of the Jarratt Enquiry – Committee of Vice-
Chancellors and Principals, 1985) councils have steadily regained their authority with day-to-day 
control residing in vice-chancellors (as chief executives) often acting in conjunction with a 
small, selected senior management team.  There have been parallel moves in both Oxford and 
Cambridge (note their vice-chancellors – selected by an appointments committee – now serve 
for five years with the option of staying in post for a further two years) but their councils do not 
have a majority of lay members and Congregation and the Regent House retain their formal 
sovereignty (Tapper and Palfreyman, 2011: 117-141). 

The support for a more socially diverse student intake has had considerable political backing for 
many years and, at least formally, is embraced across the university sector.  However, a 
constituent component of university autonomy, and even more so of the collegiate tradition, is 
that higher education institutions determine whom they will admit as students (seen at Oxford 
and Cambridge as junior members of the university). The issue is what action the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge have to take to meet the pressures generated by the widening 
participation agenda, but at the same time retain control of their own admissions procedures. 
To date both universities have acted in ways designed to widen their appeal to a more socially 
diverse range of applicants (for example, offers of scholarships to prospective students from 
low-income families, and summer sessions for would-be-applicants from schools whose pupils 
rarely apply to an Oxbridge college).  The potential threat, which is no more than that, is that the 
quasi-state (in form of the Office for Fair Access) may set socially binding admissions quotas 
which the universities would have either to meet or face the prospect of financial penalties.  The 
imposition of quotas ( as opposed to targets) would be indicative of a move from a state 
regulated market (in this case based on political pressure exerted on a broad front and 
supported by limited financial resources) to a more explicit form of state steering. 
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 What we have seen therefore is a varied Oxbridge response to different aspects of the state 
regulated market.  It has involved attempting to shape both the direction of government policy 
(student fees) as well as influence the policy implementation process (the research assessment 
exercises).  It has helped to bring about a change in policy by resisting established procedures 
(the quality assurance model) while accommodating other pressures for change (with respect 
to governance and the widening participation agenda).  However, the regulated market is not 
static and on all these fronts we can expect change as new political pressures emerge and the 
character of higher education evolves. 

Conclusion 

From collegial to managed universities? 

If a model of the university – embracing values, goals, procedures and structures - is to survive 
over time it has to be capable of absorbing and responding to pressures for change.  The 
question is whether the process of change involves a readjustment of the past in order to meet 
the needs of the present or if in the process the past is so compromised that in fact a new 
model of the university emerges.  There is no easy answer to this conundrum for it depends 
upon what are considered to be the core characteristics of the traditional model and 
evaluations of how much change has actually occurred. 

It can be argued that both Oxford and Cambridge remain essentially con-federal universities 
with their colleges retaining critical responsibilities for the admission of undergraduates, their 
teaching and their wider socialization (colleges as more than halls of residence).  Moreover, in 
the context of an ever-more parsimonious state, both universities and colleges have been able 
to garner more private support (augmentation of endowments and the launching of appeals) 
and, indeed, have become more entrepreneurial in their outlook with the colleges assuming in 
part the tenor of small businesses.  But this is to ignore the shifting balance of power between 
the two universities and their respective colleges.  The demands of the regulatory state are 
directed at the universities and it is the universities, rather than colleges, that have to reply to 
them.  Moreover, with the phasing out of publicly funded college fees, state financial support for 
the colleges is now funnelled through the Universities.  Although the colleges still formally 
control undergraduate admissions and are responsible for a significant amount of 
undergraduate teaching (particularly of students in the arts and social studies), the Universities, 
because of the need to respond to the state’s quality assurance and widening participation 
policies, have increasingly involved themselves in these matters.  For example, especially at 
Oxford, the departments are requiring that the colleges set standardised conditional offers at ‘A’ 
level for students who want to study their subject.  The colleges select from amongst the 
applicants but the constraints on their procedures have intensified.  Undergraduate admissions 
policy is no longer the sole preserve of the colleges.  
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Perhaps, somewhat ironically, the greatest threat to the collegial tradition comes not so much 
from the state but rather from broad social and academic trends that all universities, to a greater 
or lesser degree, have to accommodate.  In the days of bachelor dons, who may well have 
resided in college, it was far easier to ensure a commitment to the demands of collegiality 
(taking on a college office, attending meetings of the governing body, undertaking some college 
teaching, assuming responsibility for undergraduate admissions, and participating in the social 
life of the college) than it is in the age of the nuclear family with promotion increasingly 
dependent upon your research output rather than your teaching.  Compromises can be made: 
day-to-day decision-making is delegated to college officials who act under the authority of 
college councils, attendance at the meetings of the Universities’ sovereign bodies is confined to 
occasions when major issues are at stake, while tutors become more selective about engaging 
in the colleges’ social activities.   So, while in a formal sense much of the collegial tradition 
remains intact, it is evident that the life-blood is steadily being sucked out of it.  

It has to be remembered that although the collegial tradition has formed the bedrock of an idea 
of the university (Tapper and Palfreyman, 2000 and 2011) it has been welded together within 
very particular circumstances.  Rather than representing a universal model of the university, 
Oxford and Cambridge are as much, if not more, manifestations of particular societal forces 
played out over time in a changing English historical context.  As such they reflect a peculiarly 
English idea of the university.  Although they may have possessed international status, they 
were essentially national institutions in which were embedded socio-cultural and political ties to 
the nation state.  There may have been an ingrained commitment to scholarship, but it was as 
teaching institutions in the broadest sense of the term that they established their reputations.  
Inevitably teaching reputations are essentially local in scope, which was not a problem when 
being a college fellow (preferably at one of the more illustrious – and hopefully well-endowed - 
colleges) represented membership of the academic elite.  However, Oxford and Cambridge are 
increasingly international rather than national institutions with their status as world-class 
universities defined by the comparative assessment of their research quality and productivity.  In 
this context it is inevitable that a reputation for attention to teaching and acting as a good 
college fellow counts for far less in the building of academic status. 

 It is possible to posit the development of different future scenarios (Tapper and Palfreyman, 
2011: 185-189). Firstly, there is a continuation of the steady increase in the decision-making 
authority of the university coupled with a decline in the number of tutors for whom being a 
college fellow is central to their academic identity.  This is particularly significant for Oxford 
where wearing the two ‘hats’ (a contractual allegiance to both college and university) has been 
central to the academic identity of many dons.  In this model the role of the college declines and 
the Universities conform to the centrally managed model that pervades British higher education 
(Deem, Hillyard and Reed, 2007), although there is a pretence that the collegial tradition remains 
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in good shape and continues to define Oxbridge’s distinctiveness.  However, if there is further 
erosion of collegiality (with, for example, colleges becoming little more than upmarket halls of 
residence) then it is possible that even the ritualistic reaffirmation of Oxbridge as collegiate 
universities will be abandoned. 

Secondly, there is a growing recognition that a viable collegiate university needs strong colleges 
as well as a strong university.   Several colleges have considerable endowment incomes, which 
can in part be used to enhance both the financial rewards and academic status of their fellows 
(and, indeed, of their students).  The grander colleges undoubtedly add to the overall status of 
the Universities; they help to create an enviable aura.   Within this model the colleges and 
university would have different, rather than shared, responsibilities working within a cultural 
context that assumed each party was more than capable of fulfilling its functions effectively.   
Moreover, there would be less emphasis on inter-collegiality as the colleges (especially the 
older and well-endowed colleges) sought to enhance their individual identities. 

The third model focuses on the possible separation of the liberal arts teaching college from the 
world-ranking research university. The assumption is that, while teaching would continue to be 
undertaken in both university and college, there would be a cadre of college fellows whose 
contracts reflected the fact that their primary obligation was to commit themselves to providing 
high-quality undergraduate teaching.  Within British higher education there has been an 
expansion of faculty on contracts that tie them into research careers, and (possibly) an even 
larger proportion of faculty who are not research-active.  With both Oxford and Cambridge 
charging the maximum permitted undergraduate fee of £9,000 per annum (with the possibility 
that the cap will be removed) this scenario becomes more viable financially.  However, it runs 
counter to the current vogue to define a successful academic career in terms of research 
output.  There would have to be a substantial change in values before many tutors would be 
prepared to label themselves as essentially ‘teaching-only’ faculty and for higher education 
institutions to hire faculty who were basically responsible for sustaining/improving the quality of 
their undergraduate teaching and had no formal obligation to contribute research outputs.  But 
it would give the colleges a clearly defined role that represented something of a return to a not-
so-distant past, and could also add to Oxbridge’s marketplace appeal as institutions that took 
undergraduate teaching seriously. 

From the Regulated to the Free Market? 

University budgets reveal a general trend amongst English universities of a steady proportionate 
increase in private, as opposed to public, income.  Moreover, it is the elite universities, including 
Oxford and Cambridge which are leading the way in this direction.  With the almost complete 
withdrawal of public funding to underwrite teaching costs, this is a trend that is set to continue.  
But for the research-intensive universities state funding continues to be a critical input into their 
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budgets, and in the future they will continue to be tied into this manifestation of the regulatory 
state.  However, it seems incongruous that as the universities become less dependent upon 
public revenue to underwrite teaching costs that in this domain the regulatory state appears to 
become ever more invasive.  This reflects interactive economic and political realities: the 
income-contingent loans scheme upon which most students will draw upon to meet their tuition 
fees is underwritten by the Treasury, which is coupled with the broad political commitment to 
sustaining the widening participation agenda. 

It is possible, however, that the current government may move towards a funding model in 
which support for research and teaching costs is formally separated.  Within such a model 
universities could compete for public research funding while covering their teaching costs out of 
a fees regime which they controlled themselves – in this respect they would be privately-funded 
universities (with perhaps at Oxford and Cambridge the colleges charging a separate fee).  
Such a development will depend upon the direction of government policy.  Even if there is a 
policy move along these lines, the government may feel that access to higher education and 
institutional accountability should still be monitored by the regulatory state because the public 
purse is continuing to underwrite the loans scheme that supports the payment of student fees.  
However, it is also possible that the regulatory framework itself could become less onerous.  In 
conjunction with the 2011 White Paper (Students at the Heart of the System) the Department of 
Business, Innovation and Skills issued a paper for technical consultation (A New, Fit-for-Purpose 
Regulatory Framework for the Higher Education Sector) which proposes that most of the 
current regulatory functions should be placed under the auspices of the Higher Education 
Funding Council for England and, moreover, universities with proven track records would not 
necessarily have to be monitored. 

It is possible therefore that a version of the US Ivy League model is emerging in the United 
Kingdom with Oxford and Cambridge as its best exemplars.  There is a dual commitment to 
provide high quality undergraduate teaching whilst sustaining an international reputation for 
being at the cutting edge of research.  The tension between the two goals makes for managed 
internal institutional friction with different hierarchies of status and rewards.  While research is 
underwritten essentially by public funding, teaching is supported by a combination of student 
fees, loans and scholarships driven by institutional strategies and state regulatory frameworks. 

However, against this tentative scenario has to be set the recent political history of English 
higher education.  This suggests that the future development of the system is now a key political 
concern for central government.  The demands of the regulatory state will be mitigated only for 
those institutions that have demonstrated their willingness to follow the broad direction of 
government policy.  The regulatory state, therefore, remains in place to police those institutions 
recently initiated into the university circle and to bring possible errant parties back into line.  In 
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this scenario nothing much would change as institutions sought to shape both the policy 
framework as well as the mechanisms that determined how policy was to be implemented, and 
we would still be examining how different universities were responding in ways that they felt 
best enhanced their prospects of viable institutional development. 
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